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ABSTRACT ● Zhang Jiaohua. Piano sound formation as a parameter of performing intonation. Determining the specifics of sound production on the piano makes it possible to deepen the understanding of piano intonation, which is inseparable from the artistic concept, a choice of musical expressive means, methods of forming and reproducing sounds. The purpose of the article is to study the mechanical-acoustic features and properties of the piano in a holistic relationship with the organization of musical space and artistic means of performance, which were formed in the process of musical practice. Starting from B. Asafiev’s dialectical intonation theory, the methodology of the work reaches
the systemic level, including the methods of historical, cultural and comparative research, general scientific logical methods of analysis, synthesis, induction and deduction. Realizing of the objectives of the article is carried out through the study of playing techniques and all the palette of piano touché used in their practice by pianists, as well as the factors that influence the formation of piano sound. It is claimed that conscious piano intonation, being the sound embodiment of musical thought, finds its direct expression through the specifics of sound formation on the studied instrument. The latter is inextricably linked with sound production techniques, dynamics, and pedaling. • Key words: piano, piano sound production, piano sound extraction, methods, dynamics, pedaling, intonation.

Introduction. In a music piece, intonation is inseparable from the artistic concept, from a choice of musical expression means, ways of forming and reproducing sounds. Therefore, the study of the problem of
piano intonation is inextricably linked with the awareness of the specifics of sound formation on the studied instrument. From D. Kirnarska’s point of view, the sound, with its timbre, articulation, pitch and volume, provides rather accurate information about the surrounding world. These sound properties “determine the character of the music and its actual sound as well as the reaction to it” (Кирнарская, 2004: 63).

As H. Neuhaus (1988: 143) noted: «Mastering the sound is the most important task that arises among other piano technical problems a pianist must solve. After all, sound is actually musical matter; by perfecting and enriching it, we lift music to a higher level». Reflecting on the peculiarities of piano sound, H. Neuhaus wrote that among other instruments, the piano is the best actor, as it can perform a variety of roles. The piano is «an intellectual instrument and does not have sensual flesh of other instruments» (ibid.).

Consideration of playing techniques used by the pianists-performers in their practice, as well as answers to the questions what factors influence the piano sound formation, why the same techniques form a sound with different characteristics, will allow to deepen the idea of piano intonation that is inseparable from the artistic concept, and to define new approaches to the problems that arise in the practice of a pianist-performer.

**Analysis of recent research and publications.** The methodological basis for the study of piano intonation is the theory of intonation of B. Asafiev (Асафьев, 1971), whose provisions are used in modern linguistics, semiotics, acoustics, psychology, physiology, aesthetics etc. At the same time, the views on piano intonation in the performing arts are described only in separate works. There are the researches by V. Colonei, who considers piano performing intoning as an organic unity of a sound purpose (sound intoning) and a way of achieving this purpose in somatic intoning (Колоней, 2004); by A. Malynkovska, whose monograph is devoted to the problems of artistic intoning on piano and analysis of their development in the methodological and theoretical literature of XVI–XX centuries (Малинковская, 2019). In T. Vierkina’s dissertation «Actual intoning as a performing problem» (Вєркіна, 2008) displays musical and performing art as a creative practice, a way of fixation, reproduction and development of musical experience of a person. The works by Ye. Bondar reveal the
The problem of super-expressive intonation in the context of contemporary choral art (Bonдар, 2005).

The objectives and tasks of the article are to study the mechanical and acoustic features and properties of piano in the integral relationship with the organization of the musical space and artistic means of performance, formed in the process of musical practice. Realizing of the objectives of the article is carried out through the study of playing techniques and all the palette of piano touché used in their practice by pianists, as well as the factors that influence the formation of piano sound.

The methodological basis of the study is the dialectical and systemic methodologies used in the field of cultural studies. General scientific and logical methods of analysis, synthesis, induction and deduction, historical and comparative research of the problem are used.

Presentation of the basic material. Taking a separate tone as a basis and «micro unit of the intonation process» (Малинковская, 2019: 70), we trace the following stages of sound formation on the piano:

1) a hammer blow on the string, which leads to its oscillation;
2) sound (length) of tone with its gradual subsidence (the main part of the sound);
3) raising the finger from the key and lowering the damper, which causes the damping of this oscillation.

Thus, at stage I – the attack of the sound – the percussive principle of sound production finds its manifestation: dismemberment of the sound flow by internal impulses, as well as its energetic-tonic, motor start. Its dialectical opposite is stage III, which manifests itself by raising the finger from the key and lowering the damper, leading to the damping of this oscillation. It should be noted that usually this stage is paid less attention, despite its obvious importance.

Stage II – the sounding of the tone – is caused by several factors:
– the power of influence on the string;
– the mass of the vibrator (the lower the tone, the greater the mass of the string, and the longer the string sounds towards its natural end) as a resonator.

Thus, the process of controlling a single tone reproduced on the piano is almost impossible, and in dynamic terms, the sound of the tone tends to
subside. At the same time, in order to continue the sound, the pianist can imitate the effect of bebung (vibrato effect) by creating a vibration with soft pedal pulses (the so-called damping vibrato) or by double rehearsal with his fingers (L. Beethoven’s Sonata op. 106, Adagio sostenuto, bar 156; Sonata op. 110, Adagio non troppo, bar 5).

Hereunder we consider the issues directly related to piano sound production, such as the techniques of sound production on the piano and the influence of dynamics and pedaling on it. A numbers of studies devoted to the problems of piano sound quality are focused on piano sound production. In The Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano School, Carl Czerny distinguishes between the following types: legatissimo (for melodic fragments), legato (for melody), portamento (for some “heavy” sounds), staccato (for short, fragmentary sounds) and marcatissimo (for virtuoso staccato performance) (Черни, 1974: 98–127). The works of Hugo Riemann became a new impetus in the research of the principles of expressive sound formation and organization by the performer of a musical form. In The Comparative School of Piano (Leipzig, 1883), the musicologist and teacher-performer introduces the terms non legato, legattisimo, mezzo legato, mezzo staccato (leggiero), carezzando (light touch and finger movement to the edge of the key). Eugene Tetzel in his book Modern Piano Technique (Тетцель, 1929) considers the following types of sound production: legatissimo, legato, leggiero, staccato.

According to the memories of Teodor Leshetytskyi’s students, during the classes the teacher paid considerable attention to the quality of sound, expressiveness of performance and the ability to sing a melody, distinguished legato, non legato and staccato. The virtuoso passages were not considered separately, but necessarily in the context of the work being performed. T. Leshetytskyi himself claimed that he borrowed such methods of work from C. Czerny almost without changes and additions, although researchers and music critics called it “Leshetytskyi’s method”. The music teacher did not require his students to practice the instrument for many hours, focusing on the ability to hear mentally the future sound of a piece of music.

The methodical system of the Czech pianist and musician-teacher Vilem Kurz was based on the development of all professional skills of
piano playing, including the piano culture of sound; perfect performance technique based on a combination of trained finger playing and the work of the entire playing apparatus of the pianist-performer; transparency and clarity in the interpretation of the texture and form of a musical work as a whole; extremely attentive attitude to the musical text. In the work Technical foundations of piano playing V. Kurz notes such techniques of piano sound production as staccato (with movement from above or from the key), legato, legatissimo, non legato. Particular attention in the work is paid to the peculiarities of the cantilena. Ariadne Birmak (Бирмак, 1973) distinguishes the following types (elements) of piano technique: “pearl”, finger glissando, martellato, leggiero.

As it is seen, the techniques of the piano sound production are quite diverse. However, it should be noted that their use is directly related to the content and style of the piece of music.

Taking into account the peculiarities of the musical texture, the types of piano technique are divided into small (scale and scale-like passages; ornaments; finger rehearsals; arpeggio; trill; groups covering no more than five notes without changing position, etc.) and large (octaves, chords and jumping, tremolo, etc.), let’s analyze the main types of piano finger technique.

Legato (Italian – connected) is a method of sound production that requires a long sound connecting performance. In piano technique, this method occupies a leading position. According to József Gát, the main condition for performing legato is the continuity of sound, which is expressed in the fact that the appearance of a new sound is manifested only in a change in the number of oscillations (strings), in other words – in the pitch. Since, due to the mechanical features of the piano, the pianist-performer cannot change the pitch of the sound without interrupting the sound, to obtain legato it is necessary that the passing to new sound will be as inconspicuous as possible (Гат, 1967: 161–162).

Staccato (Italian – intermittent, separate) – involves the extraction of intermittent, short sounds. Staccato requires a performance in which the tones are not directly adjacent to each other, but clearly separated from each other at least by the slightest pauses.
The martellato technique is used in cases when the content of the performed work requires clarity and density of sound. It is important that the pianist-performer uses oscillating movements (swing of the forearm and hand).

“Pearl technique” gives the sound lightness and sonority. According to A. Бирмак (1973), in order to achieve the desired sound in the “pearl technique”, it is necessary to use tenacious grasping movements of sliding fingers under the palm.

Leggiero (Italian – easy, graceful) – another finger technique, which to achieve the desired sound result requires light strokes of rounded fingers. Moving on the keyboard happens with the use of flexible wrist movements while supporting the shoulder girdle and upper arm.

Melodic technique is used as a means of performing works in the nature of cantabile, melodic passages, etc. Performing a melodic technique requires the performer to be able to “transfuse” sound from note to note.

Portamento (Italian – transferring, carrying of the voice) provides for the performance to be unrelated, separate, but not short sounds. In this case, a separate, emphasized articulation of each sound is important; the performance should be long, but not coherent.

Dynamics (Greek – force) has a direct influence on piano sound formation – the most important means of musical expression, which is embodied in the volume of sound. At the same time, we highlight the following factors on which the choice of a dynamic nuance depends: the drama and style of the performed musical work, the embodying artistic image, as well as external factors such as the acoustics of the instrument and the hall. Like light and shadow in painting, dynamics help create psychological and emotional effects in music. The dynamic changes that occur during the sound embodiment of a musical thought are perceived as an emotional reflection and are based on associations and analogies that arise in the listener’s mind. For example, the dynamic sphere forte, including bright and strong emotions, can express both tragic and joyful images. Fortissimo has the ability to evoke associations with powerful, majestic images, as well as to awaken feelings of fear, depression and more. In the field of piano and pianissimo the images of sadness, grief, as well as mystery, peace and tenderness are engraved. Using inflections
of crescendo and diminuendo (decrescendo), the artist can create the effects of “approaching” and “fading away”. In the aspect of piano sound formation, a special difficulty is the performer’s mastery of the “extreme” capabilities of the instrument. The pianissimo requires extreme sensitivity in the process of sound production: the maximum clarity of articulation should be achieved with a minimum load on the keyboard. In contrast, the performance of fortissimo requires the involvement of all the power reserves of a pianist-performer – the weight and impact energy of the hands and body.

Thus, in order to perform musical and intonational activities, a pianist-performer must master all the gradations of piano sound, which are between the boundaries that H. Neuhaus defined as “not yet a sound” and “no longer a sound” (Нейгауз, 1988: 68).

The pedal plays an extremely important role in the process of piano sound production. In this aspect, A. Rubinstein’s statement is widely known: “the pedal is the soul of the piano”. The value of the pedal is primarily to expand the amplitude of piano expression. In this case, the use of pedals on the piano should be determined by the need to change the sound, i. e. the method of its formation (mixing sounds, bass lengthening, etc.) or timbre, length, etc. The origins of the pedal-sostenuto are in the organ pedalboard played with the feet to produce bass line. In the modern construction of the piano, the pedal serves to delay the selected dampers in the raised state. The dampers raised by pressing the pedal are locked and remain in this state until the performer removes the pedal. At the same time, other dampers function as usual, including in relation to the right pedal. The use of the pedal is justified when performing music that is characterized by a complex texture, and requires the lengthening of individual sounds, as a rule in the lower register. In the context of sound production, the right pedal has a direct effect on the sounds reproduced at the time of its pressing. In this case, the role of the pedal is not only to lengthen the sound, but also to improve it. This effect is achieved by means of raised dampers, which from the total number of raised strings, by resonance, lead to a compatible oscillation of the string, for which these sounds themselves are overtones. Due to this, the sound produced by the performer becomes more colorful and
saturated. S. Feinberg identifies the following leading functions of the right pedal: decorative, acoustic, tectonic, spatial, working, compromise, preliminary, direct, delayed, intentionally duplicated and melodic ones (Фейнберг, 2017: 335), which are closely interrelated in piano practice. If the pedal is used primarily to give the sound new qualities (softening or additional timbre), such a pedal is decorative or timbre, it is widely used in the music of romantic composers.

The left pedal originated more than half a century earlier than the right one, and was a double-shift mechanism. Thus, the structure of modern pianos provides three strings for each key in the middle and upper registers; two strings in the bass and one string for each key on the lowest notes. Pressing the left pedal shifts all the hammers to the right, which leads to their impact in the bass register – only on one string, in the middle and upper registers – two strings instead of three. The timbre and dynamic effects resulting from the use of the left pedal are inextricably linked: achieving clearer dynamic shades, the performer at the same time gets a slightly different timbre color of the sound, and vice versa.

Thus, among the means of expression that the pianist has, the leading place belongs to the system of piano pedals: right (damper), left and middle (sostenuto). Collectively, the considered pedal mechanisms have an extremely important influence on the system of piano sound production – prolongation, dynamics and timbre of the sound.

**Conclusions.** Conscious piano intonation, being the sound embodiment of musical thought, finds its direct expression through the specifics of sound formation on the studied instrument. The latter is inextricably linked with sound production techniques, dynamics and pedaling.

The analysis does not cover all the issues related to the study of the features of piano sound formation as a parameter of performance intonation. **Prospects for further research** are to consider in more detail the performance techniques used by pianists in the process of artistic intonation, to clarify the factors influencing the formation of the piano sound.
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